
 

Accounting standards No.(12)

Capital profit and loss

The Board of accounting and auditing standards in the republic of 
Iraq, ratifies in his session that held in 15-7-2000 the below auditing 
standard about the capital profit and loss.  

1. this standard aims to identify the capital profit and loss, its
 resources and accounting treatments concerned. 

2. This standard is applied on every profit and loss concerned with the 
selling or exchanging the fixed assets and investments of long 
term stocks exchange. 

3. The assets and financial investments possessed for the trading
 purposes do not included in this standard's concept. 

4. This standard is applied by companies of the socialist and mixed 
sectors, private corporations and co-operative associations. 

5. Indicated below terms mentioned in this standard: 
A- The capital profit

The profit (earnings) resulted from selling the fixed assets 
and investments long term stocks exchange which the 
enterprise possessed by more than their book value or any 
profit gained from unusual or non-operated processes 
concerned with these assets as substitute or compensation. 

B- The capital loss 
The loss resulted from selling the fixed assets and financial 
investments in long term stocks exchange which the 
enterprise possessed by less than their book value or the loss 
resulted from exposing the enterprises properties to 
accidents have no insurance cover as fire, flood and . 
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stealing, or the insurance sum is not sufficient or wars 
damages (any loss gained from unusual or non-operated 
processes concerned with these assets). 

c- Fixed assets 
Fixed assets are possession of the enterprise that include 
transferable, non-tangible and gained or procedure assets 
by the enterprise whether inside the country or abroad. 
The purpose of gaining is to utilize them by the enterprise 
for is special goals in order to produce goods or render a 
service but not for selling or trading. 

D- Financial investments 
This means the long-term investments of the stock exchange 
as stocks and bills. 

E- Fair market value 
It represents the sum of money that is substituted by the assets 
transferred by purchaser and seller who have 
acknowledgement and desire in dealing and in the san1e 
policy of treating with others. 

6. The capital profit and loss could be achieved because the 
enterprise substitutes some of its fixed assets in fair market 
value by fixed assets which are not the same class and type in 
addition to the net cash because of the difference between the 
assets book value and the fair market value which the 
purchaser accepts. 

7. When the enterprise substitutes same old fixed assets with others 
from the same class and type of asset, the loss gained from the 
differences between the book value and fair market value 
considered capital loss. The profits achieved from this process are 
not included. 

8. The capital profit is treated according to this standard's
 requirement and within the capital reservation accounts, which 
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can be used to increase the capital. This profit is not allowed 
to distribute. 

9. when the capital profit is achieved confirmed, it is amo11ized in 
the capital reservation account. In the case there is not capital 
reservation gained from the capital profit or it is not sufficient, the 
profit and loss accounts undertakes these loss. 

10. The enterprise should disclose about the capital profit and loss 
 in the financial statements and administration report. 

11. The application 
This standard has been applied on the statements and final 
accounts of the enterprise since the year ended at 31/12/2000. 
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